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Jan Jen Shiu 
Kaohsiung Taiwan / +886 (0)905-632-693 / jason20017@hotmail.com 

Good at HTML/ CSS/ JavaScript design RWD website, One-Page-Web, Interactive tools, using 

React and Bootstrap to improve the efficiency of development. Focus on coding readability and 

maintenance and continue to learn connecting API to the database that make frondend skill better. 

Professional Skills 

1. Computer science：HTML/ CSS / JavaScript / React / Node.js/ Github /Word/ Excel / Powerpoint 

2. Language：Highly proficient in English/ Native in Mandarin/ Beginner in Japanese 

3.Marketing：Marketing Survey/ Good communication with clients/Presentation skillson product  

            specifications 

Experience 

R&D Engineer Kaohsiung Taiwan 

Formosa Plastic Corporation (Nan Ya Plastic Company)                   Feb. 2020 ~ present 

 Responsible for PVC film production/ printing/ embossing process optimization. 

 Assures the production quality and decrease indefect loss by data collection and analysis. 

 Handles the component of projects for over 15 developing cases and follow up customer’s 

feedback. 

 

Marketing Manager / Sales                       Taiwan / Indonesia 

Eternal Materials Co. Ltd                                        Oct. 2015 ~ Ja n . 2 0 2 0  

 The first Taiwanese marketing manager station in Jakarta to develop Indonesia marketing 

 Achieved the sales goal 10% rising and developed over 40 new clients. 

 Led company to the biggest client supply chain, with 1200 tons purchase orders in year to come 

 Created product presentations to enable training agents to sell to their end customer. 

 Delivered training courses to local sales employees to improve their promotion skills and product knowledge  

 Short term business trip to maintain customer service and find more opportunity in business. 

Education                                                     Certificate 

Master of Chemical Engineering, Chung Yuan Christian University        TOEIC (790 score) 
Bachelor of Chemical Engineering, Feng Chia University 

 

Summary 

Currently, the software industry is definitely one of the fastest growing industries in Taiwan.        

My self-taught programming and website designskills has allowed me to learn more about software 

development. As a former Sales engineer, I was able to understand their objectives and collaborate 

with teams through good communication skills and advanced marketing survey which I have 

enhanced over time. This allowed me to maintain good relationship with clients and meet their 

demands. As an R&D Engineer, the most important laboratory or plant work is to deliver clear 

information and organized data that is easy to be interpreted by the line operators for clients’ 

requirements, which I found to be very critical in the business. I have also improved to quickly adapt 

to various positions, become more proficient in English, understand the rich experience in 

international communication, and maintain enthusiasm for serving clients. 


